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IN���D���I�N
Children’s aggressive behavior can be a frequent and upsetting occurrence in classrooms
with young children. This 22-page article Aggression in Class: A Detailed Plan focuses on a
plan for working with children’s verbal and physical aggression and turning that aggression
into socially-appropriate verbal expression.

This article offers...

Anticipatory strategies and rehearsals for dealing with a child’s angry feelings
beforehand.
Words and strategies to use in-the-moment.
Alternatives to time-outs.
Detailed agenda for a staff-parent meeting so that teachers and parents can work
together as a team to modify a child’s aggression.

iBlankie also offers the 66-page expanded article Anger Management for Children.

GU����IN��

1. Wag� ��a��.

When working with young children who are physically aggressive in a classroom, think of
waging peace. It takes  focus, dedication, time and effort to guide a child toward more
mature, more socially appropriate behavior. Teachers must modify their behavior—and this
can be very challenging—in order to modify a child’s aggressive behavior. This can be
accomplished by having a specific plan.

2. Hav� ����e �l���r�o� R���s
Every classroom needs rules or guidelines., but too many rules can lead to problems. It is
important to start with the most important rules and pick and choose our battles with
young children. Here are the Three Big Rules:

RU�� # 1. EV���B��� IS ���T�� �IT� ���R�O��’S �O���S

This is a positive way of saying: no kicking, biting, scratching, pinching, choking, hair-pulling,
punching, arm-twisting, tripping, etc.
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RU�� #2. EV���B��� IS ���T�� �IT� ���R�O��’S �E���N��

This is a positive way of saying that we try not to hurt people’s feelings with statements
such as: “You’re ugly,” “You can’t play,”  “You can’t come to my birthday party,” “I hate you” or
“You’re not my friend.”

RU�� #3. EV���B��� IS ���T�� �IT� ���R�O��’S ��IN��

This is a positive way of saying that everybody should respect other people’s creations, by
not ripping up their painting or knocking down their block castle, and that everyone should
respect other people’s possessions, by not grabbing their fire engine or breaking their toy
airplane.

The first two rules are of primary importance because they address rules for social
relationships; the third rule, regarding things, is of less importance for a young child to
learn at an early age.

These rules can be posted pictorially for your classroom. For Rule #1, you can have the
number 1 followed by a photo or magazine picture of two children hugging or holding
hands, that is, being gentle with bodies. For Rule #2, you can have the number 2 with a
picture of two children talking together in a friendly way. For Rule #3, you can have 3 with a
picture of two children playing together cooperatively.

3. The �����er’s Go�� ��: Tur� A�g�e�s��� i�t� A��r���i�t� Ve���l E��re����n
One-year-olds bite, hit and kick. Two-year-olds bite, hit and kick. Less often, three-year-olds
bite, hit and kick. Four-year-olds who bite, hit and kick are starting to push the envelope. A
child explores their world through their senses, initially through their mouths and through
their hands. This oral and tactile means of learning comes naturally to young children and is
often a child’s first mode of communication in high-adrenaline moments. One of the most
challenging issues in working with a young child is to help them control their impulses, be
they oral or tactile. Helping a child put their physical expressions of anger and frustration
into verbal expression is a huge undertaking requiring a major developmental step. This
requires a specific plan that focuses on changing specific behaviors.

4. The ����d’s Go�� ��: “ Use Y��� �o�d�.”
The ultimate goal for a child is to express their angry feelings in socially-appropriate words,
turning physical aggression into verbal expression. It is important to provide a child with
the words for their feelings.

In helping a child learn to put their angry feelings into words, it is also important to
encourage their putting any feelings into words. A child’s behavior is shaped in every
interaction; recognizing a child’s positive behavior and acknowledging this is extremely
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important in guiding and shaping a child’s behavior. This requires that a teacher become
additionally conscious in focusing on the goal of putting feelings into words, even when not
handling aggression. Adults change children’s behavior when they change their own
behavior. You cannot underestimate the power of shaping a child’s behavior with positive
attention-getting. So much change can occur by verbally encouraging words, words, words
in many, many situations and exchanges.

If a child is to begin using angry words instead of hurtful angry fists or kicks, then it
becomes necessary to focus on words, words, words in an intense way. Once again, this is
waging peace, a serious campaign to channel a child’s angry feelings into angry words.
Many times per hour, in situations independent of angry conflicts, it is important to
reinforce a child’s use of words.

“Josie, I really like your words. When you use words to tell me what you want, it makes it
so easy to help you.”

“Great words that you are using with your friend, Alicia.”

“Your words are wonderful, Jennifer.”

“Raphael, I hear your words. Good words.”

“Great control. Using your words isn’t easy when you’re frustrated, but, Jason, you did it!”

“Pippa, the way you are asking to share the doll with your words is wonderful. Your
words make it so easy to understand what you want.”

“I like your words.”

“Mouths are for chewing, Gabriella. I like the way you are using your mouth to chew your
snack.” (When working with biting.)

“I like your smile, Dane. Mouths are for smiling.” (When working with biting.)

5. Not��� De���l�
Behavior charts in the classroom aren’t helpful for changing a child’s behavior. To say that a
child had a good day or a bad day is not helpful—often a young child doesn’t even know
what behavior is expected of them or what they did wrong and what good and bad mean.
The really helpful information is in the small details: what occurred, what precipitated it,
who was involved, what was the time of day and what was happening in the classroom,
where were the teachers, etc. This information will help with many issues, including: is this
negative attention-getting?  Is there a pattern here that would be helpful to understand?
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6. Exa���� t�e P�y����l E��ir����n�
Young children are very responsive to their physical, visual and sensory environment. In the
classroom, are the lights bright and perhaps overstimulating? In the block corner, is it too
much out of view so that supervision is difficult for teachers? Are there enough tactile
experiences, such as an indoor sand table or playdough, that a child’s tactile needs are
being met? Is a nearby classroom too noisy and contributing to the frustration level? Are
there age-appropriate toys that interest the child? Is there a way to structure the
environment to avoid conflict situations?  The book New Room Arrangement as a Teaching
Strategy by Diane Trister Dodge can be helpful in examining your classroom.

7. Exa���� Cla��r��� A�ti����es ��� Ex�e�t���o�s
Is the school curriculum developmentally-appropriate? (see NAEYC Developmentally
Appropriate Practices brochures and books at www.naeyc.org). Are young children
encouraged to participate in group activities, but allowed to choose not to participate? In
addition, sometimes an adult’s physical presence can calm a situation—is a teacher
physically present in anticipation of certain situations that may cause problems? Does the
school schedule alternate between quiet and busy activities? Is there overscheduling? Is the
transition between activities unhurried or is it stressful? The book Creative Curriculum by
Diane Trister Dodge can be used as a helpful guide.

8. Ide���f� P��si��� Tr���er�
Try to identify possible triggers. This allows you to anticipate a situation or restructure a
situation so that the triggers will not be present.  It is important to explore possible
biological, physical or nutritional triggers that may be contributing to a child’s aggressive
behavior. Some subtle triggers include:

AL���G�E�

Some children have a low tolerance for frustration and are quick to anger as a result of
their allergies, possibly allergies that are undetected. When a child is confronted with an
allergen, be it environmental, food or chemical, their immune system spends valuable
resources dealing with that allergen and a child has fewer resources to bring to a
challenging situation. Those children often have less impulse control and less verbal ability.
Angry feelings and angry or aggressive behaviors are sometimes linked with allergies.

Consult a pediatric allergist to focus on the possibilities of food, environmental or chemical
allergies. Also be aware that it is possible for a child to have negative results in testing for a
specific food allergy, but still have a sensitivity to that food, which affects the child
behaviorally.
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When I was a classroom teacher, it became empirical to me that in a typical classroom of 15
children, about three children had behaviors that were affected by allergies. Some of the
effects were attentional issues or lack of energy, but some of the effects were angry or
aggressive confrontations with children and adults. I have seen aggressive children who go
gluten-free or dairy-free become much calmer and controlled within several days of dietary
changes.

A good resource book to help in pinpointing possible allergies is Is this Your Child?:
Discovering and Treating Unrecognized Allergies in Children and Adults by Doris Rapp; this
book is available in many libraries in their Resource Section. Dr. Rapp describes how to be a
child’s food detective by trying an elimination diet concerning the most common food
allergies: eggs, wheat, soy, fish, dairy, and nuts.

ME����TI��

It is empirical that medications can have a strong effect on a child’s resources, lessening
their self-control and contributing to meltdowns or temper tantrums. An antibiotic that a
child has tolerated well previously can suddenly affect a child in terms of their behavior.
Even over-the-counter medications can affect a child’s impulse control and mood.

NU���T�O�

Food affects behavior, especially for young children who are working on impulse control as
a developmental issue. It can be very helpful to consult a nutritionist who can recommend
eliminations and supplements that can greatly affect a child’s behavior.

FA���Y ��RE��

Family stress can often be absorbed and acted out by a young child as anger or aggression.
Additional questions: Does the child get enough sleep? Is the morning transition from home
to school stressful?

DE����D ��E�C�

If a child has experienced delayed speech, this issue can sometimes contribute to a lower
tolerance for frustration and can lead to anger management issues for a child, even years
later. If this is the case, parents may need to consult an early childhood specialist to work
with their child.
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9. Kno� ���r� ��e Ch��� �s o� T�� ��x �e���s �� A�g�� �x��es����

There is a hierarchy of how children express their angry feelings, starting with physical
expressions and progressing toward the more socially-appropriate, more developmentally
mature verbal expressions. Each level indicates more maturity and even the smallest steps
in a child’s progress needs to be noticed and acknowledged. Often a young child is expected
to transition from hitting to using words. This is unrealistic since impulse control and
mastering angry feelings take time, often many months for a young child, and it is
important to recognize the interim progress until a child uses words exclusively.

The biggest developmental leap in working with angry feelings is when a child moves from
physical expression of angry feelings to non-physical expression of angry feelings. This is
HUGE progress and may take a good deal of time to solidify for a young child. Once a child
makes a leap to verbal expression, you can slowly refine the appropriateness of the verbal
expression over time.

SI� ��V��� OF ���R� ��P�E�S���

Physical Expression

Level 1 Aggression Upon a Person Biting, hitting, kicking,
pinching

Level 2 Aggression on an Object Ripping a painting, breaking
a toy

Level 3 No physical contact Tantrum, crying, pointing
finger as a gun

Oral Expression

Level 4 Non-verbal Spitting, shrieking, growling

Level 5 Verbal, inappropriate Cursing, screaming words

Level 6 Verbal, appropriate Expressing anger in
acceptable words and tone

Note: The iBlankie 66-page ebook Anger Management for Children contains a detailed
discussion.

It is very important to recognize that a child may need to experience each level and that
moving to a more mature level is progress, not perfection, but definite progress. If a child
has been hitting and then the child begins screaming instead of hitting, it is important to
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recognize and speak to that progress. If you tell a child not to scream, then you cut off that
more mature outlet and often a child will revert back to the lower level, hitting.

Jackson was a young three and sometimes hit at his daycare. His teachers worked hard by
encouraging his words. One day Jackson got angry at a teacher and said, “I hate you!” The
teacher said, “Don’t say that to me!” Jackson then began kicking her. Later the teacher
realized that the angry screaming was actually progress on Jackson’s part since Jackson was
putting his angry feelings into words. The words were not the words she wanted to hear,
but the words were a major developmental leap from hitting. The next time Jackson said, “I
hate you!” The teacher responded, “You sound angry. I like the way you put your feelings into
words. Great control, Jackson.” Jackson continued to scream, but he did not revert to hitting.
Jackson had made progress toward putting his angry feelings into words. At a later, cooler
moment, the teacher rehearsed more appropriate words for Jackson to use when he was
angry.

Start at the appropriate level. It is important to start where a child is now. If a child is biting
or hitting, then moving to the next step by not being physical with a person, even if it
involves smashing someone’s playdough snake, is progress because the child showed
control in not hurting someone’s body. If a child has been breaking toys when angry, then a
child’s shrieking when angry is progress, as it is progression from a physical expression of
anger to an oral expression of anger. If a child has been kicking when angry and then starts
crying when angry, that shows a tremendous amount of control; crying is a physical, but
harmless, means of releasing angry feelings. It is important that a child’s angry expressions
be viewed within the above hierarchy of angry expressions so that progress can be
recognized and encouraged.

10. Eva����e Wh����r ��e Ch��� s��u�d �� P��ke� U� f�o� Sc����
Sometimes, after trying numerous strategies, the intensity of the consequences needs to be
increased. A decision can be made and shared with the child that “The next time you
choose to hurt your friend, you are choosing to go home” and have the child picked up
from school by a parent. This strategy should be considered very carefully, as a child may
want their parent pick them up early from childcare, so that this consequence becomes
positive reinforcement for aggression.

11. Ex�e�t P���r���, no� P��f���i�n
Measure progress in terms of changes in frequency, intensity, and duration. Is the behavior
happening less often? Is the behavior less intense? Are the episodes shorter? Remember
that transgressions are opportunities for learning and growth. Rehearse appropriate
behavior after a cooling off period. Bring compassion to the situation. Remember that
“Young children do not always understand and remember the rules.” (quote from NAEYC
brochure #516 available at www.naeyc.org).
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S��AT���E�

12. Use �����ra����n�!

Provide encouragement every 5 minutes! Catch the child being good. Every 5 minutes again
and again. When we change our behavior and respond in positive moments, powerful
changes occur. This isn’t easy, but it is necessary! Focus on one behavior and one positive
phrase and use that phrase OFTEN!

“Gentle hands. Good gentle hands.” (For physical aggression.)

“I like your gentle words.” (For verbal aggression.)

“I like how you are using your mouth for talking/drinking/smiling, etc.” (For biting.)

13. Ke�p ��� Chi��’s Mo��� �r Ha��s �� F�e� ��s�
If a child tends to bite, keep their mouth busy, either with a pacifier attached to their shirt
with an elastic band or with a bagel or with a gel gum soother or, at an appropriate age,
chewing gum. If a child tends to bite, they may be seeking deep oral pressure and may
need to eat crunchy foods to satisfy some oral cravings; if this seems to be the case, the
child should be evaluated by an occupational therapist recommended by your pediatrician.

If a child tends to hit, keep their hands busy. Have playdough to push and pound or
encourage them to carry a soft object. Keep them building with LEGOS and painting and
crafting and throwing a ball.

If a child tends to kick, have them remove their shoes. A child won’t kick if it hurts them as
much as it hurts the other person.

14. Pla� ��� �l��-Med���-Fas� ���� fo� S��f-Con���l
At the cornerstone of all the desired behavior changes in a child is self-control. Children
learn best through play. Use the Slow-Medium-Fast Game to encourage a child to practice
self-control.

The Slow-Medium-Fast Game has two parts: (1) the activity itself and (2) verbal positive
reinforcement for a child’s self-control. The S-M-F Game consists of encouraging a child to
perform many activities at different speeds or different levels. The second part of the game
is your comment on the self-control used by a child. Interweave this game throughout the
day into your normal activities and schedule, especially when there is physical activity or
singing. Transition times are also a good time to play the Slow-Medium-Fast Game.
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“Let’s clean up superfast, like a whirlwind... Now let’s clean up slow… Now let’s stop…Now
let’s clean up at regular speed. Great control!”

“Let’s sing a whisper version of this song… Now, can you sing in a medium voice? Can you
shout that song? Can you stop singing now? Great voice control. You are so good at
controlling your singing.”

“Can you ride your bike slowly, Jeremiah? Good slow riding. Can you ride your bike at
medium speed? Good speed control. Can you now ride your bike as fast as a cheetah can
run? Can you now stop suddenly? You really controlled the speed of your bike. Great
listening and great control. You are really gearing your bike up and down.”

15. Do 30-Sec��� R�he����l� E�er� H���
Partner with a child in practicing putting angry feelings into words. Rehearsals in childcare
settings can include several classroom children at the same time so that it becomes a group
rehearsal.

So often we tell children what not to do, but we do not tell them what to do. Rehearsals
solidify a child’s new behavioral responses and provide alternative neurological pathways
and behaviors when a similar conflict situation arises. Rehearsals should occur in cool
moments separate from conflict situations. A rehearsal is a 30-second (yes, 30 seconds!)
practice session in which you and a child role play and practice a specific socially
appropriate outlet for anger.

Suppose you want a child to say “No!” rather than hit when angry (or a child can choose an
alternative phrase such as “I’m mad!”) During a rehearsal you can say, “I’m concerned about
what happens when you get angry. Let’s practice saying ‘No!’ when I take this toy away from
you….Let’s hear a loud ‘No!’ That’s great…a little louder ‘No!’ Terrific…that’s a great way to let
someone know what you want….what a great ‘No!’ I like the way you are putting your feelings
into words.” Practicing in this manner several times each day, over an extended period of
time, helps to establish a new way for a child to express anger and frustration.

A younger or less verbal child may need to rehearse nonverbal outlets for angry feelings.
During this rehearsal, a child might practice stomping like an angry dinosaur or curling up
like an angry hedgehog as in the book When Emily Woke Up Angry by Riana Duncan, or
stirring up a bowl of Mean Soup as in the book by Betsy Everitt.

16. Use ��� T�g-Te�m A��ro���
To wage peace in this situation, supervision and encouragement are needed. Teachers can
tag-team in 30- or 45-minute intervals. One teacher can focus on the child for 30 minutes,
providing a great deal of verbal encouragement for positive behavior (“I like your gentle
hands” “I like the way you are using your mouth for talking”), being a physical presence
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within one or two feet of the child to calm a situation or intervene before issues escalate,
and providing friendly supervision if the child does not want to participate in group
activities. If tag-teaming is difficult for the staff, the school or the parents can hire a shadow,
a person who establishes a relationship with the child and can be their partner in the
classroom, incorporating and implementing the words, strategies and techniques that will
help change the child’s behavior. It is important that any shadow be instructed as to the
detailed plan to help the child.

17. Sho���n ��� Chi��’s S��o�l D��
For several weeks, try programming a child for success by having them in class for a shorter
day, perhaps only one or one-and-a-half hours if it is a half-day program or only two or
three hours if it is a full-day program. It is often far easier for a child to use impulse control
and deal with frustrations for a shorter day than for a longer day. The shorter day may be
less stressful for the child. In addition, the supervision and interventions may be more
tenable for staff for a shorter day. After two to three weeks the shorter day can be
re-evaluated and then, if warranted, the child can progress to a longer time in school. It
should also be noted that a child may have fewer resources later in the week, so that a child
may be able to phase into a longer day on Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday, but may be
more successful if Thursday and Friday remain shorter days.

18. Exe���s� i� �h� M���in� ��f��e C��s�
Parents should have their child ride their big wheel, run or climb for 30, 45 or 60 minutes at
home, at a park on the way to school or at the school playground before going into the
classroom. Releasing any pent-up energy can be helpful and lead to a quieter, less
aggressive day in school. Also, some classes can start their day at the playground and this
can be helpful in working with aggression issues. In addition, it can be helpful if a staff
member takes the child, along with a small group of other children, to the playground often
during the school day.

19. Use En�o���ge�� in M����at���
For some children stickers are effective encouragers. It is important that, if stickers are
used, the encourager-behavior connection is clearly defined. It is also important that a
child’s process as well as a child’s behavior be rewarded, so that a child’s attempts to
change their behavior are recognized. A child could receive a sticker for trying to be gentle
with their hands for 10 minutes and then another sticker for actually being gentle with their
hands for 10 minutes. This should be stated clearly to a child beforehand. All encouragers
should be used for specific behaviors and for short intervals of five or ten minutes. All
encouragers should be used in moderation.
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20. Bo�k� ���p

Books can be helpful in working with young children concerning their angry feelings. Be
careful to choose books where the resolution of the angry feelings is positive. Some
suggestions are listed.

YO����R ��IL���N

Blumenthal, Deborah, The Chocolate-Covered-Cookie Tantrum.

Cain, Barbara S., Double-Dip Feelings, Stories to Help Children Understand
Emotions.

Duncan, Riana, When Emily Woke Up Angry.

Everitt, Betsy, Mean Soup. *

Mitchell, Edna Preston, The Temper Tantrum Book.**

Simon, Norma, I Was So Mad!

Steig, William, Spinky Sulks.
OL��� C���D�E�

Blume, Judy, The Pain and the Great One. Deals with sibling competition

Conlin, Susan & Susan LeVine Friedman, All My Feelings at Preschool: Nathan's Day.

Conlin, Susan and Susan LeVine Friedman, All My Feelings At Home: Ellie's Day.

Crary, Elizabeth, Dealing with Feelings: I'm Mad;  Dealing with Feelings: I'm
Frustrated.

Viorst, Judith, Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Day.

Wilhelm, Hans, Let's Be Friends Again.

Zolotow, Charlotte, The Hating Book.

*Mean Soup is particularly helpful for very young children, as Horace expresses lots of angry
feelings nonverbally and with control. Children may find it helpful and fun to act out
Horace’s actions as you read.

**The Temper Tantrum Book is excellent. So few books depict temper tantrums. After
reading this book, you might want to staple some blank pages into a book and start a child’s
temper tantrum book: “Terran’s Temper Tantrum Book”. The child can dictate to you what
makes them angry or frustrated and can draw or put stickers on the opposite page. This
temper tantrum book can then be used in angry situations: “Terran, is it time to add a page
to your Temper Tantrum Book?”
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21. Use Fe�l��� Not��
Feeling notes can be extremely powerful in helping a child work through anger. Feeling
notes are similar to adult journaling. It is helpful to write feeling notes in-the-moment of an
angry conflict, but writing that note will be easier if you and the child have had some
practice writing notes beforehand in cooler moments.

Suppose a child is disappointed because they didn’t get to see their dad before school and
they come into school angry. You can talk about their feelings and suggest that you write
their father a note.

Dear Dad,

I wanted to see you now. I am disappointed, very, very disappointed. (Aside: “How
many ‘very’s should I use—one or two or three?”). I wanted to play with you for _____
minutes (Aside: “How many minutes?”).  I miss you so, so, so much. (Aside: “How many
‘so’s’ should I use?”) I am feeling same/better/worse now (Ask in an aside which it is.)

Love, (Aside: “How should we sign it?”)

Often the first feeling note or two can be the most challenging to write. After feeling notes
become a part of a child’s and a class’s repertoire, these notes can be very helpful in the
heat of some angry confrontations.

22. Use ��� A-B-C-C �od�� ��r I�-t�e-Mom��� Ag��es����
Note: The iBlankie 66-page article Anger Management for Children contains a detailed
discussion of the A-B-C-C Model with many examples.

A=Acknowledge and Accept Angry Feelings

B=Behavior—Set Limits or Offer Encouragement

C=Channel Anger into Appropriate Outlets:  Notes, Imagination, Choices, Exercise

C=Consequences: Relevant, Brief, Immediate

Given real life, it is common for there to be two steps forward, one step back, two steps
forward, one step back, two steps forward in terms of the challenging task of channeling
physical aggression into verbal expression.
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A-B-C-C A���R ���EL

Guideline Concept Words/Action

A=Acknowledge Anger Feelings first “I see you are mad,
frustrated”

B=Behavior – Set Limits No physical expression “People are not for kicking”

C=Channel Anger into
Outlets

work/play anger through one of the following

Notes: Feelings into words Feeling notes

Imagination: Feelings into
play

“Do you want to stomp like
a T-Rex?”

Choices: empowerment “Do you want to___or___?”

Exercise: feelings out of
body

“Do you want to do an angry
dance?”

C=Consequences Learning, not punishment

Relevant: repair what broke “Let’s talk or rebuild___?”

Brief: child’s time concept “Let’s do this and move on.”

Immediate: child’s cause
and effect

“Let’s do this now or within
5 minutes.”

I suggest that you mentally rehearse this A-B-C-C Anger Model several times a day in cool
moments by yourself so that it becomes part of your repertoire to use in conflict situations.
The good news in all of this is: if you feel that you did not use this model perfectly the first
time, the odds are, when being with young children, you will have another opportunity to
try this model again within a short time!

A=Ac��ow���g� a�� Ac�e�t A��r� Fe���n��

Focus on the words angry, frustrated and disappointed. By verbalizing these feelings, you
are modeling putting feelings into words. Always try to do feelings first before you set a
limit. Once a child feels heard and understood, it is often easier for them to move from
their angry stance and to calm somewhat. Accepting the feelings is NOT accepting the
behavior.
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Since the ultimate goal is a child’s putting their angry feelings into words, this
acknowledgement of feelings should also include positive encouragement for a child’s
words if they used words.

“You seem angry, Faith. I can understand that you want my attention when I am looking
at Jacob’s painting.”

“Of course that makes you mad when Rashid takes your fire truck. I might be very, very
angry, too, Hector, if that happened to me.”

B=Beh���o�—Set �����s, if N����sa��

Behavioral limits may need to be set. Or, if a child’s behavior has not needed limits,
encouragement can be offered for a child’s good impulse control. It is important to set
clear, firm behavioral limits.

It is important that you realize where a child has been on the six levels of angry expression
and where on this hierarchy their current angry behavior resides. Is a child’s angry
behavior, though not totally appropriate, exhibiting progress? Once again, think progress,
not perfection.

“Great control, Amanda, in being gentle with Amy’s body when you were angry.”

“Aleisha, friends are not for hitting, friends are for hugging. We need to talk about what
to do with your angry feelings.”

“Robert worked hard on that castle, Joe. We need to talk about your frustrated feelings
and then figure out which blocks you will use to help rebuild the castle.”

C=Cha���l A���r i��� N-I-C-E �ut���s (Not��, Ima����ti��, Cho����, Exe���s�)

A child may become angry and have a hard time letting go of their angry feelings, so that
even discussing consequences or attempting rehearsals may not be productive until these
angry feelings are released. If you have found a technique that helps a specific child release
their angry feelings, go with that proven technique.

An easy memory key for recalling some socially-appropriate outlets for angry feelings is
N-I-C-E: Notes-Imagination-Choices-Exercise.

NOTES: Write a Feeling Note with a child.

IMAGINATION: Use your imagination to find a cathartic outlet for a child. The phrase
“I wonder…” can be a productive way to engage a child’s imagination.

“I hear that you are sad that your friend won’t play with you. Tristan, it is great that you
put your sad feelings into words. I wonder if you want to paint a sad picture.”
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“Tara, you seem mad that you can’t have that doll now. Sometimes it is too hard to wait
to share. Great words. I wonder if we should add another page to Tara’s Temper Tantrum
Book.  I could write and you could draw a picture.”

“You are mad at your friend Kyle. I see your angry face. Great control with your body,
Atticus—you are being so gentle with my body and with Kyle’s body. I am wondering how
an angry T-Rex might stomp and growl?”

CHOICES: Sometimes giving a child choices may help them with their anger and help
them feel more in control.

“I know that you are angry that you can’t go out on the playground because it’s raining.
Teachers are not for hitting. Teachers are for hugging. We need to find something else to
do with your angry feelings.  Sophie, you choose to write a feeling note to mom or to do
an angry dance.”

“You are still mad that you had to stop playing and clean up. I can understand that.
Great control with using gentle hands with me. I see your angry pout. Do you want a few
minutes to yourself to work this out or should we talk now? Where should we talk?”

EXERCISE: A child’s moving their body can help release some of the angry feelings.

“You are still sooo angry that Mom is away on a business trip. Carla, it’s great that you
used your words and told me how you feel. You still seem angry. Do you want to paint an
angry picture?”

“Jose, You are angry at Jarrod for not wanting to sit next to you at snack time. It seems
that you got your feelings hurt. We talked to Jarrod and you still seem hurt and angry. Do
you want to stay here at snack or do you want to take a break and go outside and run
around that big tree 20 times?”

C=Con����en���: Rel����t, Bri��, Im�e���te

Consequences for any given situation with a young child should be relevant, brief, and
immediate. Research has shown that children respond more to encouragement and
positive reinforcement than to punishment and deprivation. It is important to approach all
situations with a child, especially hot moments with a child, as opportunities for growing
and learning. What is to be learned in this situation?  How can we make this situation right?
If someone’s body or feelings have been hurt, how can we help them heal?

It is important to remember: “Young children do not always understand and remember the
rules.” And we adults don’t always understand and remember that young children do not
always understand and remember the rules. Growing up is hard. Helping a child grow up is
hard, too.
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RELEVANT: Consequences should be relevant to the mistaken choice in behavior. If a
child’s anger was not expressed in a socially appropriate manner, then any harm
that a child caused, be it physical or emotional or social, needs to be repaired.

One important goal in conflict resolution is about communication, not simply the
resolution of a specific problem. Ensure that each person had an opportunity to
speak and that each person had an opportunity to be heard. Each person needs a
voice.

BRIEF: Consequences should be brief so that they are congruent with a child’s
concept of time and allowing for a child’s limited memory capacity.

IMMEDIATE: Consequences should be immediate since young children have limited
understanding of cause and effect.

A-B-C-C Exa��l��

SITUATION #1: CHILD HITTING ANOTHER CHILD

RESPONSE: First tend to the child that has been hit. “Are you okay? You had your body
hit.” By tending to the presumed victim first, the possibility of a child being the
physical aggressor as a means of seeking negative attention is diminished. Then turn
your attention to the child who hit.

“You seem very angry. Hitting hurts people. Your hands are for gentle touches. Use gentle
hands. Let’s see if your friend needs a cold washcloth or a band-aid. Then let’s talk with
your friend about your angry feelings.”

SITUATION #2: CHILD HITTING A TEACHER

RESPONSE: “You seem very, very, very angry with me." You very gently hold Daniel’s
hands so that you cannot be hurt.  "I can't let you hurt me. Teachers are for hugging, not
for hitting. You need to put your angry feelings into words. You could say, 'I'm angry.'"
You can then provide outlets if a child is still angry.

NOTE: "Should we write a note to Mom and tell her how upset you are about having to
stop in the block corner?”

IMAGINATION: "I wonder...what would Barney do if he were really angry?" or

CHOICES: “Should we get some playdough and a hammer and take a minute to do some
angry playdough pounding or do you want to add a page to your The Temper Tantrum
Book?”

EXERCISE: “Do you want to do some angry running around the climber on the
playground?  I wonder if you can run around it 10 times or 25 times without stopping.
Here’s your coat.”
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SITUATION #3: CHILD DESTROYING ANOTHER CHILD’S CASTLE

For a younger child: “You seem angry. Your friend’s castle is not for knocking over. Use
your words, say  ‘I’m mad!’ Now let’s help your friend rebuild his castle.”

For an older child: “You seem angry, but your friend’s castle shouldn’t be destroyed. Use
your words. ‘I am angry at Elijah for not letting me play with the blocks.’ Do you need to
take a short break for a while or should we see which block should go at the bottom to
start rebuilding the castle? We can talk with Elijah about your feelings as we build.”

SITUATION #4 : CHILD THREATENING ANOTHER CHILD WITH A FIST

RESPONSE: “You are so, so angry, Sasha. Great control. You have raised your fist but you
are being gentle with Jennifer’s body. Great control. Use your words. Can you say, “I’m
angry!”?

SITUATION #5: CHILD IS JUMPING AND SCREAMING

RESPONSE: “You seem very, very, very frustrated that you can't go out on the playground
now. I really like how you used your control to be gentle with my body. Can you use your
words? Can you say ‘I’m MAD!”? Your soft words are easier to hear and I know that you
want me to listen…..You can help clean-up or you can help set the table for snack. Those
are your choices.”

23. NO Tim�-Out�!
For some reason, time-outs were the discipline flavor of the 1990s and that flavor still
lingers on, but with a bad aftertaste. Time-outs are easy to administer, especially in a group
situation, and take no thought on an adult’s part, but, unfortunately, time-outs provide little
learning for a child.

Teachers often tell me that they use time-outs again and again. My response is: “Then
time-outs don’t seem to be working.”

There are several serious concerns and issues with time-outs:

TI��-O�T� ��N �E �H����G

In group situations, giving a child a time-out is shaming that child. They might as well have
one of those old-fashioned dunce caps on their head.  Shaming a child teaches them
nothing; in fact, if you were ever shamed as a child you may remember being angry at the
adult or angry at yourself. Time-outs often cause more angry feelings and can be
counter-productive.
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CA� � �H��� LE��� S��I�� S���L� I� T�� ��OL���O�?

If you are trying to teach a child social skills, how can a child learn social skills in isolation? If
conflict situations are viewed as opportunities for growth and learning, what is being
accomplished during a time-out? Two things that are often learned by children who are
timed-out: (1) be sneakier in your misdeeds and (2) be angry at the adult who put you in the
time-out—the time-out is their fault, not yours.

When a child leaves the time-out chair and a similar conflict situation arises, that child has
no additional skills to use in that situation. There has often been no talk or rehearsal to
enlarge a child’s behavioral repertoire for the next time they feel angry or upset.

W�O ���D� �HE ����-O�T: YO� �� �HE ���L�?

Let’s be honest here—often when children are timed-out, it is the adult that needs the
time-out! Sometimes the adult needs space and time to cool down, not the child!

Some people say that they use time-outs effectively with young children. Some people use
time-outs as a cooling off period. I think that this can be a valid approach if two guidelines
are followed:

A child is given a choice of where they want to be and for how long. “Do you want to
take a cool down in the housekeeping corner or in the block corner? Should I check
on you in two minutes or five minutes?”

The cooling-off period is Step One of a longer process of working with a child’s angry
feelings. Taking some time and space apart may help a child come back together
and talk about the situation, re-strategize for next time, and set up some models for
further rehearsals over the next several days. This cooling off period should be step
one in the process of working through this angry situation.

FA�
Q. What is developmentally-appropriate in terms of aggression in a young child?

Young children bite, kick, hit, scratch, pull hair, choke, and pinch. By the time a child is four
or four-and-a-half, then the majority of physically aggressive angry behavior should usually
be under control. Certainly occasional slips occur, but if a child is very aggressive at age four
or more, then professional help for that child needs to be considered.

I often receive calls from parents who are concerned that their two-year-old is about to be
expelled from daycare because they are biting. When this occurs, the two-year-old should
not be expelled for acting like a two-year-old; there needs to be a plan as suggested above
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to work with that behavior. The behavior will not change immediately, but there can be
significant changes in a two-year-olds behavior with a specific plan in place.

Q.What are realistic expectations in working with a young child’s aggression. How
can I measure progress?

It takes time for a child to change and use more impulse control. The developmental
milestone of moving from the physical aggression of angry feelings to the verbal expression
of angry feelings is perhaps the most challenging of behaviors for a young child.  It is
important to realize that when working with a young child concerning aggression that you
are planting the seeds; you may not see immediate results.

In order to measure progress, it is important to notice changes in the frequency (how often
the behavior occurs), the duration (how long an episode lasts), and the intensity of a child’s
behaviors.

SU���R�
Aggression in a young classroom happens. The goal for a young child is to put their
aggression into appropriate verbal expression. Aggression in the Classroom: A Detailed Plan
provides strategies to change a child’s aggression into verbal expression.
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PA���T-S�A�F ����IN� ���N�A
1. The Child

a. Special Needs/Services/Assessments: Share these with childcare staff
b. Triggers: Allergies? Medication? Nutrition? Family Stress?
c. Home strategies:  rehearsals, more exercise, more one-on-one with parents,

Slow-Medium-Fast Game, books about angry feelings, feeling notes
2. Childcare Strategies: Review Detailed Plan

a. Goal: Put angry feelings into words; physical aggression to verbal expression
b. Identify triggers: time of day, particular child, section of classroom, activity?
c. Positive encouragement for proper use of hands/mouth/feet—every 5

minutes: “Gentle hands/mouth/feet.” “Great control.” “I like how you are using
your hands/mouth/feet for ____.”

d. Exercise or stress reduction exercises offered frequently
e. Close supervision at block corner and on playground
f. Close supervision at transition times: before, during, and after transitions
g. Transgressions are opportunities for learning: frequent rehearsals
h. Shorter day?
i. Tag team or shadow for close supervision?
j. Note progress in terms of changes in frequency, intensity, duration; progress

may be weekly rather than daily given the ups and downs that can occur
day-to-day

k. Daily communication with parents: phone, notes, email, or voicemail, with
many details
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